
INTENSIVE USE

Curative and preventive maintenance of 
high-performance systems

ESCALATORS
CONVEYORS
MAINTENANCE



CNIM China is a top quality French 
industrial company in China, 100% 
owned by CNIM Group. Since 2005, 
CNIM China designs, manufactures and 
assembles high-end electromechanical 
systems and large welded parts for the 
Industry.

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015 
OHSAS 18001:2007

A responsive and experienced 
maintenance team.
Our 70-people maintenance team responds in less than 
an hour in the event of a breakdown on the heavy-duty 
escalators of four Shenzhen and Guangzhou metro lines. 
We also provide a year-round preventive maintenance plan 
for these 320 stairs, with interventions scheduled every 2 
weeks on each device.
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ESCALATORS
800 units (subway + airport),  
up to 20 m high, 
including Mid-Levels, the 
longest succession of escalators 
and moving walkways in the 
world
68,000,000 passengers a day 
in HK aiport, 5,000,000 in the 
mass transit railway

Maintaining all brands of escalators and 
industrial conveyors. 
Having sold more than 1,800 heavy-duty escalators in 
subways and airports around the world, CNIM China is 
a leader in this market. Our teams work on all brands of 
escalators and also on electromechanical systems dedicated 
to industry such as conveyors.

CNIM Industrial Systems China    I     contact@cnim-asia.com     I     www.cnim-asia.com

We ensure passengers safety 
and deliver excellent service.  

Design, manufacturing & maintenance
CNIM China is an expert in the design of customized elec-
tromechanical systems with a very high level of quality and 
reliability, made for intensive use or meeting very demanding 
specifications. We support our customers in the context of 
preventive and curative maintenance.
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/  GUANGZHOU 
ESCALATORS 
256 units (subway),  up to 14 m 
high, 300,000 passengers a day

/  AUTOMOTIVE PRESSING 
LINE
Stainless steel,
400°C resistance, customized 
and innovative design, high level 
requirements


